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Enrollment on upswing;
$96,000 deficit expected

*~

overturn the President's decisions.
Mr. Roderick Shea-rer said· the
proposal needed reworking and that
the proposed process was too long
~;·,
and inflexible.
Dr. Richard Garascia objected to
the provisions concerning films,
stating that morals, not cinematic
techniques, were at issue. Fr.
w. illiam Hagerty responded wi'th the
observation that any film critic has a
moral position on the acceptability
of films.
Mr. Shearer then moved, since
there were so many objections, that
Blcentennlal.Week at Mount
the proposal be sent to the Executive
.
Committee for' revision. His motion
Yotl can still cat.ch the end o/Mount St:Joe's Bicentennial:Weelf.:
passed easily.
events, in_d11ding I/JI! Preservation Jiall Jazz Band on Tuesda.v. March
Fr. Mulligan reported on the
9. The Petforming Arts series will continuefrom March 4 until May 9.
December Board· of Trustees
Ticket.~ are $1 for adults and 5<k for stud~nts.
meeting. The highlights were: approval of a. $70 per semester tuition
increase; Mr.: Beumer'.s report of a
~.~:~J~,-14. -, 1 ~: ':
.
•
· '
··
:.
$96,000;."ex}>e~ted::·d~ficit. for .:this···
·.~' ~~~.,.Mr ;~ltvfn:·Beumerwanted'.tcfkrtoW··~--year: ·approval' ofa ·student obser\ier
·.·, who would call.a 1rieeting of the coin~. for a futu're. meeting; approval of a
mittee; Peterhans said any parties
HEW-required anti-discrimination
objectin.g to the given program could
pledge; discussion of proposed new
1n:ake the request. Fr. George Traub.: buildings ....:. one for the Master of
objected to the proposal on the · Business Admi.nistration program,
grounds· that prior notice. to in- andPhaselloftheO'ConnorSports
By ROBERT HEU ATY
New1 Sl•lf Wrlt9r .
terested parties would be a purely Center; and the resignation from the
· . random. occurence..
· ,
board of Fr. Richard Deters. due to
The siudent Senate met Monday
Fr. John Felten agreed with the bad health.
discussing and accepting the
Rene Durand. Director of Adgeneral idea of the pr,oposal. but felt
Treasurer's Financial Board 1975
that ''we might be taking too much missions. report~d. on his progress to
·Statement of funds allocated for
. goodwill for . granted," where date. In addition to his previouslydependent organizations: Of the
~'kooks" could invite a speaker and
announced: changes. he said
$30.600 · requested for these
,have the event.before the process of applications· are up 75% over last
programs •. $14,840 were ·allocated. ·
possible objections would be com- year. witlJ over IOOO expecied, Of
plete. He afso said the President was these. 45% are out-of-town students,
Also presented an~' accepted by
Senate vote was the report by Mike
too busy to evalua~e every speaker, but this figure is expected to drop as
and that' it was improper to hiJve a local students follow their regular
Brown. Maureen Bu'rke and Matt
committee with power to overturn trend and apply later.
Habash on the findings of its
Presidential decisions.
Dr. Garascia took issue with
Maintenance Task Force (MTF).
. In response to Felten's objections. Durand's optimism, noting that
The MTF found an underlying inPeterhans said the present calendar most schools are having increased
. adequacy· in the maintenance
and reservations policies of the Cam- applications. and that the. expected
systems and recommended to Mr.
pus Activities Board. (as app'rovea · drastic drop in the num.ber . of
Stadtmiller. the Business Manager.
· February 17) and University Center students in 1981-91. due to lower
to .do what is ·necessary to provide ·
manager would resolve Felten's first birth rates. will hurt Xavier tremen- ·
additionally needed supervision.and
_.,,.., ··:.: .. objection ... Mary .Henkel pr9posed a dously. Durand said the· upswing is
Senate to page 6
s1111 Phoio By STEVE KU.NATH
.
. t NKS
change in the proposal to make this not typical of private colleges and
·
. · .
· .
XU. fl 1ps pas
explicit.
Charles Fallon clarified the universities. and that while Xavier
Xavier nipped N orthem Kentucky St. in over-11me. last Saturday mK~' • 7270. Garry Whitfield sco_red on a jumper at the last mmwe to seal N KS sfate. proposal and said that the com- will have to work harder in the
mittee did not have the power .to future, it will be enough of an up- swing to survive the "famine."

~';..W.·.

-r'

·~: ...

~*·

Senate:.

As examples Mulligan noted a
poorly attended event last semester
The major portion of.- the- featuring former Ohio Governor
February 20th meeting of the Un- John Gilligan.
iversity Senate was devoted to the
His recommendation was that the
discussion of changes coneerning the faculty committee make suggestions
academic freedom proposal passed to the. Vice President for Student
December IO.
. Development. ·rather than make the
Rev. R.. o bert w. ·M ulligan, S. J... .•- decisions
S d itself.
· p res1'd ent, o b'1ected to the
tu ent Government President
X.av1er
original proposal. since it placed the Paul Peterhans differed, stating that
'power to rule on the acceptability of decision power should not be in the
speakers, publications; and films in hands of one person. He introduced
the hands of persons not responsible a revised motion, calling for
to the Board of Trustees.
p reside n t i a I o v e r view of
· presents enough Publications and Programs comHe sa1'd .Xav1er
programs; that there is ·a ._.free· flow mittee decisions and appeal .powers.
but too few drinkers," and that the' . to the committee for iriterested·par·
· danger" . ·ties;
.
andp. resent
··
·
wording "clear
.
.
At
his
point,
it
was
recognized
that
was. too suggestive of the turbulent
·
·
·
the December motion would have to
.' ., . . . . be rescinded· in order to discuss the
_Sixties;. · . ., .. ·.
issue. ·The motion to rescind passed,
By RAY LEBOWSKI
Newaai.ttWrlter

afio\catlo.n··s·
discussed

··~

Don Th.eis named as ....
By MAH\' _ANN Bn:sntEH

Student· Advocate

Student Body President, appointed
M•nmglng Editor
Don Theis has. been. appointed. Theis to fill the position of Student
.
Student Advocate for the V niversity . Advocate.·
Although a· 'provision has bee.n
Di!;Ciplinary Board. According to
Theis. the function ·Of the advocate made for the position' of Student Adwill be to help. students appearing vocate. in the past. Theis is the first
before the Board to prepare their person to fill the seat. He will be
case~. . · · ·
.. .
.
· . available to help p.repare all .cases
·Prior.to this year. students.charg- brought .before. the. Student
ed with disCiplinary offenses Judiciary _Board and the University
·
. . .
appeared before ·the Student Disciplinary Board.
"I see the job along the lines of
.ludiciarv Board. These students
were permitted ·to ·ask for assistance both of us presenting the case to the
from another student or. a. facility ·Board," Theis said.· He expressed unmember in preparing their cases. At certainty as to wh~ther he would be'·
the suggestion:of Ken Blackwell. the permitted to "argue" the case for a
chairman of. the University Dis- student. What is clear to Theis.
ciplinary Hoard. J>aul peterhans. however. is that the student's .case,.

must be prepared through the
presentation of the sµrrounding circumstances "in the best form possible."
. ·
.
Theis emphasized that the student
appearing before the Board must initiate the contact. Mr.' Rod Shearer
. can advise students With disciplinary
charges of Theis' availability.
Students may contact Theis 'at 731- 45~5.

Th.eis. a senior ·in PolitiCal
Science. intends to go to law ·sch~ol.
next fall. "I've· been interested .in
legal studies since high school." he · ·
said. stating that he is anxious to
assist students with his knowledge in
any wa~ possible.•

A Xavier administrator recently
remarked. "There are no more
dragonstoslayhereat-Xavier."Even
so. there still may be a Gila monster

~~!:~\~~~~~~~~;:~;:s~xo~:~s~~~

administration's view of the
students, which, among other offspring has begot a problem with
communication between the
President's office and the students.
During the 60's x·avier·earned a
reputation as a drink and . party
school. and the students as a happygo-lucky-get-an-education-if-youcan-but-have-fun-in-the~mean-time. group. ·Life was just orie big beach
party and everyone played at being
Sandra Dee and Frank.ie Avalon.
But during the prm.:rss of getting
from then to now there was a war. inllation. the realization . that the
traditional standards do not alwavs
suffice. and the topsy-turvying ~f
just about every other aspect ·of
modern American life. More college
students. including those here at

.

N0 mo•e d .
l e"
•
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~
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Xavier. now have the desire to be involved in decision maki11g when it
concerns them, and in the establishing of standards by which
they have to live. Whether they a.re
justified or not, most students no
longer accept the word of those· in
authority over them merely at their
face value. Similarly. the people· of
the united States no longer trust the
statements of politicians; they. too
want proof of what is said. There is a
desire to know wh·y. and to have the
opportunity to ask why not.
What is the point of all of this'!
Merely that all tile student anger and ·
uproar could have been avoided. if
the administration had treated them
as the thinking adults that they are,
and told the truth from the begin-·

;...;._....;..;;.;.-..._i;;,-,:-..;;;;._____"'!""'_ _
ning about the new sports complex. . p.urpose (t~at's the theory, a:nyway).
Despite all of the contradictory _It would'appear that Rod Shearer,
statements from the various ad- Vice-President forStudent Di:velopministration offices, the fact is that. .ment, was right all along, and was ·an
the money received by the university innocent victim of student backlash
Jrom the.tuition increase is not going from a flagrant misunderstanding.
to be used to finance the complex. As . Have patience, dear reader, . I'm
coming to the meat of the article.
1'\Tews
The cause of all the uproar is due to
111
n;;
the statements from the office of the
president attributing the tuition increase to the cost increase of the
·· M" h. l v
complex. The question here is why
by lC ae ,.. ilaboy
this reason was given if it is not the
case.
of the writing of this article. that is
The cause could be attributed fo
how the matter stands. The adthe first Gila monster I mentioned,
ditional money needed for the inthe administration's view of the
creased costs of the complex will
students. Recent conversations that
come from funds solicited for that
this reporter has held with a couple

·Xav:nr
Column

Math Tutorial Society.
expands, offers 57 ...

WVXU starts
messenger
service

Math Tutors

Xavier undergraduates needing
help from their fellow studt>nts in
mathematics no longer need search
all over campus to find it. The
Mathematics Tutorial Society is
now in full swing. providing costfree tutors for help in arithmetic.
algehra. calculus. and statistics.
The society began in September of
1974 under the direction of Dr. Ray
Collins (of the math department)
and Mike Macy (presently an X.U.
senior math major). Since that time
it has expanded from 13 one-to-one
tutors and 5 rarely-questioned room
tutors in the fall semester of 1974 to
52 individual tutors and 5 husy room

.,..,.. .
V
•
?
(J,~.____
..tit. ';A·'J
. ·.·.~ ~·V·'· ier...:

tutors last semester. Through a survey taken last November. Mike.
Macy estimates that about 70
WV XU-FM is featuring a new serstudents were helped in their math
vice this semester open to all
courses. ·
students and faculty on campus.
This semester, sophomore math "The Quick Silver Messenger Sermajor Bob Brasser will take over vice" is designed much. like a
Mike's directing duties. Assisting classified section in a newspaper:
Bob will be accounting major Barb
Anyone who wants to trade objects;
Mattei and math major Lisa Schoet- find rides or riders to places out of
tinger. Both Mike and Dr. Collins
town; or promote an organizational
will continue to help out in an ad- . event, may use this service at no cost.
visory capacity. This semester's
When the time arises that "The
program will include previously unQuick Silver Messenger Service"
available statistics hCJp as well as the
may be helpful; drop a card down at
usual arithmetic. algebra. and
WVXU in Alter HaUor mail your
calculus help. Watch the X. U. Ne1i'.r
classified to WVXU-FM in care of
and flyers announcing details.
the Music Director.

St. Anthony
.Friary offers
look into
Franciscans.

·A \

"\l

of administrators has revealed a feeling among some members of the
Xavier· heirarchy that perhaps the
President of the· university does not
truly kn.ow \Y.~at the students are
like, that:.he fhfokS the students are
still as ''They were in the 60's. out for
just a fun time~" is how one administrator described him to me.
Do not take this as a condemnation of Fr. M ulljgan, far from it. It is
the hope of this ~riter to show how
small the real problem is; It is this
first problem which leads to the second problem of communication. By
telling the students what he thought
they wanted to hear. Father hoped to
please them and justify the increase
in their eyes. (That's the reason that
was given to me by the aforementioned admi11istrators).
Father. if you had merely shown
· us that the increases were: really due
to salary increases, we would have
understood. Especially in light of the
fact that the increases are below the
Dragons to page 12

"Who Are FranciscansT' is the
theme of a special program to be
presented at St. ~nthorty Friary on
February. 29. More than 700 years
ago the son of a wealthy Italian
merchant . turned his back on the
riches the world offered him for a life
of. gospel poverty and fraternity.
Since then, thousands of men and
women throughout the world have
believed that the Poor Man of Assisi,
St. Francis, made sense. Thousands
still follow his way of life today. The
afternoon of recollection and information will provide an opportunity
for young men. of high school age to
age 30 to become better acquainted
with the Franciscan priests and
brothers of this area.
A movie on St. Francis of Assisi
and talks by some local Franciscans
are some of the features planned for
the afternoon.Young men will also .
have an opportunity during and
after the program to talk with some
of the Friars on an informal basis, if·
they so desire. The afternoon will
close with Sunday Mass ..
St. Anthony Friary is located at

5000 Colerain Avenue in Ciricinriati.
Activi'ties are planned from I:30 to
5:00 p.rri'. Any. young man in the
Greater Cincinnati area from high
school age up to about 30 years old is
· welcome. No pre~registration is
necessary. For further information.
contact the Franciscan Vocation Ol'fice. 10290 Mill Road. Cincinnati,
Ohio. 45231. Phone: 825~!082.

I

HASSAN MOTORS, INC.
3813 Mont1omery Road
Cinci11111ti. Ohio 45212
531 ssoo·

·100/o OFF

Newer Math.
I~ you're a sophomore it's not too late to e·nroll. in Army ROTC.

Under the Two-Year Program you ~an attend a six-week Basic Camp
next summer, take ROTC ~n you~ junior and senior years, and receive
a commission along with your diploma. In other words, complete a
four-year course in just two years! And if yQu're a·veteran you don't
..
·even have to attend the six-week Basic. Camp! .
.Army ROTC will also p~y you $100 a month :while you're in
school. (for you vets, that's. in addition to your GI· Bil•) to spend as
you wish.
..
·
Army ROTC has a lot inore to offer, too. For more information call
or write: ARMY< ROTC xAvn:R UNIVERSITY
c:incinnati. Ohio 45207 ·
CALL Captain Schiess
Phone
P•ge 8

(~U>. 745-3646

·

.~Anny~OTC

Army ROTC. Learn what
it takes to lead.

on all service. and·. parts to
students. and faculty
with Identification cards.

x.u.

WHAT ABOUT
THE REST.
OF YOUR

LIFE?
YOUR INVITATION TO
A CATHOLIC
.
- RETREAT
MEN & WOp.41EN. AGE 18·25

Exploring Ministry in
The Catholic Church

Mardi 5-7~ 1978

··For Information, Cont~t:
Fr. Pat Crone
6440 Moelle.r Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
. (513) 631·8777

.Title IX prohibits .discrimination

••••••••••••• • •••••• ••••.•• ••••

Keelslitle IXcol(plianceofflcer
.

··•!•I.

.

Any questions regarding Title IX .
Mrs. Iris Keels, Xavier's director and its effect on Xa'vier, may be
of staff personnel, was recently nam- directed to Mrs. Keels; at Walsh
ed Title IX compliance officer for the Hall, 745-3638. · .
university.
.
The self-evaluation study will be
In announcing her appointment, completed by May I and will then be
President Mulligan noted that she reviewed by the Central Affirmative
will have the responsibility of coor- Action Committee established at
dinating a self-evaluation study of Xavier in 1972. This group will make
the university, as required by Title recommendations for remedial action wherever needed to conform to
IX.
Title IX of the Federal Education ' Title IX guidelines and to Xavier's
Amendments of 1972, issued by the own policy of non-discrimination.
department of Health, Education.
That policy states:
and Welfare, prohibits discriminaXavier University is dedicated to
tion on the basis of sex. While equality of opportunity in all areas
designed to redress traditional dis~ of education and employment and
crimination against females, reverse its goal is to achieve a diverse, multidiscrimination against males is also ·racial community. Accordingly,
prohibited.
Xavier University does not practice

(

.

or condone discrimination, in any
form, against students, employees,
or applicants on the ground of race,
color, national origin, religion, sex,
age or handicap. Xavier University
commits itself to positive action to
secure equal opportunity regardless
of these characteristics.
· Xavier University supports the
protections available to members of
its community under all applicable·
Federal laws including Title VI and
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972, Revenue
Procedure (75-50) Dept. of
Treasury, the Equal .Pay and Age
Discrimination Acts, the Rehabilita. tion Act of 1973, .and the Executive
Order 11246.

GERMAN••,•SPANISH~

X.U. Summer Programs Abroad
Elementary, Intermediate, Advanced
Modern Language courses; Literature
and civilization courses.

BOGOTA • COLOMBIA

4 weeks - 3 semester credits - $555.
8 weeks - 6 semester credits - $855.

By SUE STEVENOT
New1SllHWrlllr

Christian Community is more
than a Th 120 course. For the student
members of New Jerusalem community it means loving the Lord,
themselves and others.
Seeking a growth in their life in
Christ through living with each other
involves a variety of commitments.
On Wednesday night the community
comes together to celebrate their experiences of growth and instruction.
On Sunday evening members gather
for shared prayer, teaching, and
community worship. Following
both of these meetings is a
"fellowship" for fun and conversation.
The community's center is at Winton Place, near Spring Grove
cemetery. St. Bernard's school has
been renovated and adapted for use
. as a library, chapel, food co-op
. center, retreat house, meeting area
and kitchen.
. The members of the pastoral team
serve as counselors, and provide·
spiritual direction for the community as a whole. P~stors include two
Franciscan priests, two sisters· arid
two laymen. They are supported by
the Service Team·niade lip of people
who, at this time, have devoted.their
entire lives to Christ through serving
His Body. Among the former Xavier
students who have been led to give
themselves in this way are: Tim
Freeman, Joyce Bonomini and Emi....,...,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ly Desi. They and other members live

New
Jerusalem:
a spiritual
community
that touches
Xavier

SAVE .$100.00
NOW·
ON THE PURCHASE OF

1975.
CUTLASS SUPREMES- MONTE CARLOS
CUTLASS'S - MALIBU CLASSICS
OM"EGA'S - NOV A'S - VEGA'S

To _speak at Xavier tonight:

Economis.t Stein probes

f~ee enterpri~e

. '1·: ....,.
On Thursday, February 26 at 8:00
p.m., Dr. Herbert Stein, . former
j'
Chairman of the Council of
Economics Advisors, will addfess
the ~avier Community. concerning
"The Future of the American
Economy."
The noted economist will concentrate his remarks on the. prospects
for economic reco\'.ery, the problem
of inflation, the necessity of a new
economic order and the viability of.
the free enterprise· system.
Dr. Stein has made numberoils
literary and scholarly contributions
to his discipline. His books include: Economist Herbert Stein
. Government Price Policy in the Un- of Contributors of the Wall Street
itt!d States During the World War, Journal and writes a weekly column
Jobs and Markets and The Fiscal · for-the Scripps-Howard Newspaper
Revolution in · America. Presently chain. In addition to his literary
Dr: Stein is a m.ember of the Boar4 work, Dr. Stein is a professor of

Economics at the University of
Virginia.
.
. .
Serving as Council Chairman during the Nixon Administration, his
counsel and advice was crucial during the controversial wage and price
freeze of August IS, 1971. The
wisdom of this policy is still being
debated.
Generally considered a fiscal and
monetary conservative, Dr. ·stein
has his!orically argued for budgetary
restraint, and decreased governmental intervention in the economy. This·
outlook should provide a marked
contrast to the last economist who
spoke to the Xavier community Dr. Walter Heller, who spoke here
last year. Dr. 'Stein's visit is in conjunctjon with the· O'Brien Lecture
Series.

Challenges·. for the BO's
Russ Gibb, youth and education
Sander Vanocur, veteran political
commentator, and Betty Furness, director for the American Revoluconsumer affairs specialist, will ·be tion Bicentennial Administration,
featured guest speakers at the Xavier coordinator for all educational proUniversity summer. ins.titute jects in the nation's Bicentennial
"Challenges for the 80's," to be held celebration;
June 7-J I, 1976.·
Catherine M. Ryan, a nun.who is a
Eight other speakers fr.om a varie- . member of the Chicago Bar Associaty of professions will lecture during tion, and state's Attorney ofCook
the on,e week institute. They include.: County speciaHzing in civil ac::ti~ns; .
. Wilbur Cohen, dean of the school
of education at the Univer.sity of
Michigan, former secretary of
health, education and ,vyelfare; , .
Family;"
· . •
Paul Kaurman, founder . and
I George Leonard, •author, social
Appalachi~n
! commentator; former senior.editor director ·of the
.. of Look magazine, author of "The ·Research and Defense Fund,,
member of the U.S. Commission.on
Ultimate Athlete;" '
Thurad1~, Flllru1ry 2e, 1171
,

Doroth · Singer, psychologist,

and co..;suthor of TV
II' educator
research articles, "A Member of the

Civil Rights Advisory Committee,
former state senator from West
Virginia;
Dr. Stanley Troup, director of the
Univt!rsity of the University of ~in
cinnati Medical· Center and vice.
president of U.C.;
Dr. Mart(n Marty, outstanding
religious leader, author, and lecturer; associate dean of The Divinity
School.• University of Chicago. ·
·The summer institute offers the
full series of ten speakers for $56.00.
Students may take the series for
graduate or undergraduate credit at
an added COS~, Call or write the
Xavier summer sessions office (S 13)
745-3601; Cincinnati, Ohio, 45207,
for more information.

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR XAVIER STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND ~TJ\FF
MEMBERS ONtY ..

-------------------------THIS COUPON WORTH
$100.00
TOW ARDS THE PURCHASE
·_:..OF ANY OF THE ABOVE
LOW-MILEAGE CARS
OFFER GOOD UNTIL
MARCH 3·1~ 1976

--------------------------·
>QLUMBIA
9th & Sycamore Sta.. ~ .D~wntown
. Call
421-4445
Roger Ban~hif
or .
Frank Bifro
421-8800
P111• 3

'

Mt. St. Joe offers series on
-Bicentennial, performing arts
The College of Mount St. Joseph
will present a Bicentenni;il Week
from Sunday. Fehruary 22 to Sunday. February 29. Co-chairpersons
Marv Ellen Flynn and Geri Walsh
invite the general puhlic to all events.
Adult tickets for all events are$ I and
students with ID's and children are
50ct. For information on any event.
call 244-4723.

The remaining Bicentennial Weck
events arc:
Thurs.. hb. 26: Howard C.
Tommelein of H. Tommelein
Associates speaks on "A New Spirit
in Our Country." a dialogue on the
influence of value choices on our
country's future. 8 p.m. Theatre lobhy.
Sun., Feb. 29: Burch Mann's

Preservation Hall Jazz Band

''Adele:''
love as·
psychosis

"Americana Dance Theatre." a
dance interpretation of, America's
heritage and folk history. (Tickets:
$6 Group rates and reservations.
244-4863.) 8 p.m. Theatre.
For the remainder of the school
year. the Performing Arts series
presents:
M11r. 4: Cincinnati Opera Company all-day workshop.
M11r. 6 & 7: S?phomore Revue.

Mar. 9: Preservation Hall Jazz
Hand. Mar. 21-Apr. II: Craft Guild of
Cincinnati.
Apr. 4: "The Ragtime Years'·' with
Maz Morath. Performing Arts
Series.
Apr. 21: June Sochen, author of
"Women·in Film." lecture.
Apr. 25-M11y 9: Mount Art Student Exhibit.
·

In 1863 a young French 'girl declares. Adele is a true fanatic in actions a few seconds later.
·traveled to Halifax. Nova Scotia in her cult of love. She builds a shrine,
Truffaut offers no easy answers
pursuit ofan English officer who had complete with devolional candles, to for Adele's actions in this psyterminated their brief love affair. Lt. Pinson in her room at the chologfoal study, but it's obvious
This girl is worthy of note because boarding-house so that she can wqr- that her father's reputation is
her love for this man was undying in ship his photograph. Truffaut shows something of a burden. At one point •.
the extreme; she was - the younger the bizarre nature of Adele's love she expresses a desire to be born of an
daughter of novelist Victor Hugo. without restraint~or qualification in unknown father. ·But her older sister
one of the most famous men in the a manner _both amusing and Leopoldine appears to have been an
world at the time. Francois Truffaut touching. She offers Pinson money even stronger influence on Adele.
uses this warped romantic as the to pay off his considerable gambling (At one point she tells a child at a
heroine of his new film. The Story of debts. Later. she sends him a . bank that her name is Leopoldine.)
Adele H.
prostitute with a note stating that he Leopoldine had drowned shortly
At the age of 14. Truffaut decided _ deserves all t.he.w.olJ\elJ in the \\'.o.rld_, after her marriage: her husband also
that he loved Orson Welles' Jilm . Her harassment knows no bounds. died trying to rescue.her. Adelefirids.
Citizen Kane more than he could Disguised asa man. she sneaks into a the idea of newlyweds united in
ever love a human being, so he party at which Pinson ,is a guest. She death very attractive. maybe because
should havesomenaturalaffinityfor _ claims sh_e i!I pregna_nt with hisc~ild,_. uniop with her loved one in life is so
Adele's· strange passion. She _has pads herself with a pilow and follows .. impossible. N ightmai"es of drmyning
transformed her Lt .. Pinson from a him on troop maneuvers.
haunt her several times in the movie,
human being into an object, a recepIsa he lie Adjani. who plays Adele. but Truffaut is careful not to overuse
tacle for the tremendous love she was nineteen at the time the film was the dream technique.
wants to give. Adele'sloveisnotonly shot. She.won the N~ York Film . A case study of this kind of disblind. -it's mentally defective. She Critics award for her ·performance torted love sounds like heavy going,
spied on Pinson in bed with another and if there is any justice (which and
Nestor
A I m·e n d ro s'
woman. smiling strangely as she there frequently isn't in these cases). photography. both interior and exwatches, projecting herself into the she'll win the Oscar for which she. terior. at Nova Scotia are pretty
otherwoman'splace.Afterwards_she last.week. was nominated. It's a gloomy. However. TrutTaut has a
writes in her journal that if love tribute to Adja~i's ability that she - playful nature (which Stanley
- won't smile on her, she'll have to be can make you feel sorry for Adele ·Kubrick could use a little of in Barri·
content with its-grimace.
even at her inost unsympathetic. and Lyndon) that knows how to make
"Love is my religion," she then make vou smile at her strange audience appreciate understated

an

humor. An example of this quiet
humor is a scene in which Pinson.
putting on his uniform. keeps find
ing "cute" love notes from Adele.
There is also a short scene in which
Adele believes she sees her lover
walking along the street: hut when
_the soldier turns around, it is Truffaut himself who gives the girl a
puzzled look.
.
The photography- becomes blindingly bright. contrasting with -the
first part of the film, for a brief section near the end when l.t. Pinson· is
tran~ferred -to Barhad<is:·' Adele
naturally follows him again. The
contrapuntal hr~ghtness provides a
visual equivalent for the irony of a
final sequence in which Pinson pursues Adele through the twisting
streeh tu warn her to stay away from
him. She is so spaced out on love by
this point that she walks right past
·him. the object of her affection.
without a flicker of recognition.
Truffaut gives his audience a great
vision of love as both beautiful and
terrifying.
Three Truffaut films will be shown
at U.C.'s Great Hall in the near
future: Day./(,, NiKht, Swim Ki.ue.~
and The 4fHJ Blows.
Mark IJoylc

Shaw sheds new light on history

Revolutionary War won by the Devil's Disciple
In the age of William Peter Blatty.
a title such as The Devil'.~ Dikit>le is
certain to be looked upon with at
least one raised eyebrow. Don'ltell
me. Let me guess: a·nothcr cerebral
sojourn into the magical madness of
the occult. Right? W'rong!
This title refers to a _piece of
melodrama written .in -1894 hv
George Bernard Shaw. and it ha~
nothing whatsoever to do with
Beelzehuh or his devoted followers.
Shaw chose a tar more interesting
topic.
The devil's disciple of the title is a
rehellious young man named
Richard Dudgeon. Brought up hy a
~trict
"God-fearing" mother ..
Richard decides that an alliance with
the devil would he more desireahle
than the life of hypocritical
Puritanism.
But rchellious sons were no more
unique in 1777 than they are today:
The play is set in colonial New
Hampshire. with England determined to hold on to its American
colonies just as strongly as the
American colonies were determined
it wouldn't. Into this struggle marche~ the British commander. General

O evll's Disciples
Mau Diehl (ri,i:hf). tht• /J1•1•i/'.1 /Ji.~df'/1', and ,'\ioruh (11.~frk. 1/11• 111i11i.11er'.1· 11·(/i• iii '"/he Ot•1·i/'.1· /)i.l"l'tf'ft'. ·· .\/arl'h 5,
IS. i, 11. 12 and I.I at H 11.111. 111 the U11ilw.~i1y Cmtt•r 111e111re.
•
-

"Ge_ntleman Johnny" Burgoyne.
As is often characteristic in a
melodrama. the individuals encountered may exhibit ~igns of
stereotyping. Hut The /Je1·il'.I- /Jiscif1/e is a melodrama with a difference:
the· hero acts out of unselfish
idealism. and not for the love of a
heaut iful hrunette.
The confront~tion whid1 ensues
between Burgoyne and the de\·il's
disciple reveals an unknown hit of
history in a way made possihlc only
through Shaw's wit. The point that
this Britisher is trying to make is that
the Americans didn't win the
th~ f.nglisi
RemlLitionary War
lost it!
The Xavier l i niversitv Pla\:ers will
present Shaw's The 1>e1·il'.I- i>i.1·dplt•
on Fridav. Saturdav. and Sundav.
March 5. ·6. and 7. and on Thursdav.
Friday. and Saturday. March 11. Ii.
and 13 at K:OO p.m. in the Xavier llni ve rsi ty Center Theatre on_
l.edgcwood Drive. Ticket prices are
$2.50 · for adult~ and $1.50 for
students. Xavier studcflt~ with l.D.'s
will he i1dmi1ted free of charge. for ,
ticket information or reservations.
call the Xavier ll ni..-:~: :1v Pla\'Crs at

745-.19.19.

.

.

Hill Braun
Xavoe1 N11n

Everybody knows the "Yeah, sure"
phenomenon: a group of o~herwise normal
people, doggedly devoted to some perenially
lost "cause" that nobody outside the group
even knows about, much less cares about. The
objective observer watching these people doing their non-thing can only shake his head
and mutter, "Yeah, sure."
There's no dearth of "Yeah, sure" groups in
today's world. There's the Harold Stassen for
President Committee; astronomers searching
for the tenth planet' of the Solar System;
reporters who think that Rod Shearer's statemen.t of this Tuesday can be made to agree
with Rod Shearer's statement of last Tuesday;
people who seriously expect a C.A.B.sponsored s0cial event to break even; people
who really like liver and onions in the
Cafeteria.
Then there ·are commuter activists. They
by Tom Flynn
used to be a "Yeah, sure" group, but a
Is us ~he plural of 17 -Linton
dangerously larg~ portion of the campus has_
First things first: • formally announcie my· begun to take them seriously. And when a
return to campus life after nearly two weeks "Yeah, sure" group threatens to become a
hiding from the cheerleaders in an abandoned genuine force in University affairs, it's time for
trailer court in Fort Mitchell, Kentucky.They •. sensitive, right-thinking, clear-headed inran out of money on Tuesday· and could no tellectuals to take action. Unfortunately
longer afford to put up those five hit men Xavier doesn't have anybody like that, so I'll
who'd come in .from Detroit, so here I am. just have to fill you in on what's been going on.
It all began with Tom Heskamp and the
(Donations to assist the cheerleaders in bringing the hit men back may be sent to Ja.mes Commuter Newsletter. It wasn't much, and
Sassen and John Moser, Xavier Development· Nostradamus couldn't guess when the next
Office, first floor Husman. The cheerleaders, issue will appear, but it was a start. Then Jan
of course, will never see a cent of it, but donate Wissel! won the largest single vote in the
anyway. The SportsCenterneedsthemoney.) December. Senate race, running on an
Onward!
· aggressive commuter-activism platform. On
One of my favorite hobbies (behind sitting February 17th, Student Body President Paul
around the Games Room waiting for a pinball Peterhans scrambled onto the bandwagon by
machine to turn over) has always been the including in his "philosophy of Student
Government" a directive to Student Senate to
stud)' o.f the "Yeah. sure" phenomenon.

Go Grill Yourself!

Mr. Pretlldent·
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Label irspeect limit,rebellion,
Call. it airway calnaraderie,
'he
CB i·s h:..e re to stay
f
l

I

By BOB STEGMOYER
New1l18ffWrller

Breaker, Breaker one-nine. Hey, hoK'
'bout a southhound on this here /-seven·
one.
You got a .fouthbound. Go.·
.
Hey, thank.f /or the rome-ba1·k good
buddi-. How WI' lookin' ovu your
shouidfr ha1·k toward that IK'O·Sfven

/iVf.

·

You got a dean .fhot good buddy, so put
thf pedal to the metal and do it to it.
Ten-Four good buddy. You got one
Pistol Man here. We northbound and
trurkin'.
..

This unusual dialect, unfamiliar to
many. is the result of a new
American fad, the Citizens' Band
Radio (CB). On the move in their
elite world of wheels, Pistol Man (a
code name. or handle) and millions
like him utilize the CB as a medium
of communication, returning them
to the reality of the concrete a~d
countryside. allowing them to reta!n
a sense. of awareness.
The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) hai; licensed· 2.5
Mill ion Citizens' Band Radio
operators .. and another .1 Million
' people are estimated to be operating
illegally· (without. a hcens.e).
Numbers such· as these. grow~ng
evervdav. indicate the popularity the
CB has attained in a few short years.
An application for a license
takes of
upthe
to five
months
to
. sometimes
process because
great
number
of people acquiring CB'-s ..
Citizens' Band Radios can be placed in two main categories: the mobile
unit used in trucks. cars. boats. tractors elc .. and the larger base station.
which is usuallv confined to a house
or; apartment ·because. of its. size:
Along with the purchase.· of :a
Citizens' Rand Radio one receives
eighi pages of Rules and Regulations
Thursdav. Februar~·2&. 1~76
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IT'S FmlTASTIC ! II FREE flOIJ OF I«HS,
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commuter at Xavier. Try the commuter lifestyle sometime. Spend your time between
classes in the Center lobby·watching morning
television. Eat in the Grill. I tried it, and ac·
quired a new appreciation for the wonderful
cuisine of the Cafeteria.
If I were a typical com~uter, my entire involvement with X.U. would be going to
·classes, after which all rriy resources would be
devoted to getting the hell off this moribund
campus before I went doodoo. I'd head for
Clifton,· Mt. Adams, Price Hill. a;H'where though more than likely I'd head f~r my job,
which would probably be paying for my
education and hence would be a little more important to me th"n forming an intramural
soccer team.
After all, life in the dorms is merely an artificial community, made up of diverse people
whose only common bond is that in their
senior year of high school they were all
hoodwinked by the Admissions Office. Hence
dormie activities tend to be transparently synthetic, a poor, low-budget substitute for the
real world diversions we'd all pursue if some Of
us weren't confined to a university campus.
Why would we in the dorms expect our "ifsnot-much-but-it's-all-we-have" · activities to
satisfy a commuter who still has a real community at his fingertips?
Let's face it, commuter activism deserves its
Cincinnati-based Muskies just don't. find it "Yeah, sure" status. It worked hard for it, and
worthwhile to come in. How do the commuter nothing should be permitted to deny comactivists propose to interest these people in muter activism its rightful label as a lost and
campus events? Block off the North Lot so . unworthy cau~e - least of all legitimacy.
they can't get their car~.<>~t? Some of them will Come on. commuter activists, admit it __: the
try to walk, and unless the roadbl0ck is ex- only problem with commuter involvement on
tremely sturdy someorie with an older car will campus is that some commuters simply. have
too much taste. .
..
probably try to run it:·
·
For one, I don'rblame them.
Face it.- fellow dori:JiJFs - it's dull being a

l

play the same·game as the truckers.
Even though few Smokies resort to ..
the tactic of saying it's all clear: w~en ..
it actually isn't;·some will lead an uri~ . ·
Breaker. How 'bout'rha &mrod, what suspecting CBer on and then nail
him _ancf'colle~ ..the green .stamps.' ..
1•our twenn·'
· ·He.1· Cigar· Man I be at this mile-marker These· Bears go by handles· su·ch as seven-five northbound.
Sugar Bear.· Double Eagle, The
Ten-Four. I'm about two miles on i•our Jackel, and the legendary White
Knight, just to mention a few.
dean bark hrre.
Label it rebellion against speed
·
:
,
. He.i· you norihboundrrs bmrr drop the
limits, call it what you will. using the
•.
... flaP.s and put the hammrl' in the tool box
.. for a wnile, you go( a pirture-taker and CB to ascertain where the Bears are
is only part of their overall populari·
·
I
·
I
d
.mine chase cars· at the eight-oh.
drawn up by the FCC.. These city to city. t was JUst recent y, ur-. ·Ten-Four
on ihipirture takrr; Hey you
ty on the road.
regulations cover everything from ing the 1974 gas.shorta,lle and subse- · i·op,i• that Cigar' Aian:
Many CB operators find the radio
power output to antennas to channel quent 55 MPH national speed limit, · .Tfn·Four we bring it down to douhlf· . useful in determining road confrequency (23 frequencies are assign· that the popularity of the CB really nicklesfor a while.
ditions due to snow or ice storms We don't have the green stamps to pay
thus enabling them to bypass the bad
. tonight.
·
sections of the road, or sit out the
So in this. case the poor Smokey
storm on· the ·side of the road thus
(Highway patrolman) won't get his
avoiding an.accident. Both tru.ckerif
man, one of the manY:benefits of own- and travelling salesmen also find the
ing
a
CB
radio.
Actually,
the
legaliBack Door - last vehicle in a convoy
CB useful in obtaining directions
ty of such a conversation can be
Beann - girls .
giving-them ihc shortest. quickest.·
· questioned. but many truckers argue
Bre1ker 19 - request for a cut-in
and easiest route to a destination.
Chicken Coop - weigh scales for trucks
that the faster they drive (without
Chlio.wn - Chicago (also Windy City)
getting caught), the more loads they
The lingo of a Citizens' Band RaCounty Mounty - local. rounty police
can deliver. thus earning more
dio ope~ator adds an aura to. his perDirty Side-' New York'; New Jersey
money. Other truckers use the CB to
sona. These t¢rms were developed
D.ouble Nickles - the national speed
determine if a weigh' station (called a. throughout the years mainly by the
limit - SS MPH.
chicken-coop in CB lingo) is opened,
truckers. and they allow for a comDrop the Hammer ;... · · floor the
thus being able to bypass it on a side
mon denominator between all
accelerator
·
road if his load .is over regulatory
operators~· Mo.st terms are very picEan - a CB radio
limits.
·
turesque and succinct. m1:1king them
Ei1hteen Wheeler - .S axle, eighteen
·Apparently.· it is becoming
easy to uitde'rstand. The mark ofa
wheel truck
noticeably more difficult for the
Flip Side -' return trip on the same road
veteran CBer is his mastery of the CB
Four Wheeler - 2 axle, 4 wheel
dialect.' The words used over· the
Highway patrolman to run an effecpassenger vetiicle
·
Portable Parkin1 Lot - auto-transport tive speed trap anymore (those
radio allow one to associate with the
Front Door - first vehicle in a convoy trailer
.
. ·
other CBer's in their "highway comwithout CD's need only follow a car
Geor1ia Overdrive - the neutral gear Rockin1 Ch~ir - vehicles betw~en lhe
munity.'; ·
··
or truck with an antenna and keep
position
·
front and back door
Many·
cl1nslder
the use. of the CB
of
that
vehicle).
However,
.the
pace
Green Stamp;... money for fines (or a toll Reefer - refrigerated trailer
as much a part of driving as steering.
road)
· . Shake1town ...:·, Los Angeles· (due. to t.he Smokies. frustrated as they
might be recognize the usefulness of accelerating •. and shifting. Those
One-Hundred Mile Coffee - strong;· earthquakes)
.
·..
·
a CB in reporting·accidents'or traffic
thaftravel alone find it a help in staycoffee·
. Smokey Bear - Highway patrolman
l.otal Yokel - city policeman,
Ten-Four - OK·
·
·· ·
. tie~ups. Many State policemen now
ing awake •.. or an aid to keep from
Pavement Princess - truck. stop Tijuana Taxi .;..., patrol car with all the carry CB radios in their patrol car;i
lapsing,. into . highway hypnosis.
prostitute
markings. antennas, and red lights' . ·
and monitor both channel '19 -'the Many..interesting people are "met''
Plain Brown .Wrapper· - unmarked . We Gone (also· 10-10) - transmission truckers channel. a·nd channel 9- the over.the.CB. so to speak. and often
brown palrol car
completed
· ·
·
emergency channel. Channel 9 on
unusual .conversations develop. lewd
, ______,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....._,.
the CB radio has been segre'gated by jokes ol'len being a part of it. One ed to a· CB. however. there is con; . - boomed with regular passenger. cars the FCC from the other channels
begins to actually know the people
sideration of increasing the range of (4-wheelers). ·.. ·· ·
and can only be. used· for. . .
thev talk •with o\•er the radio. The
a CB to.80 channels because of air- .· · Even though then!'is still a respect "emergency communications in- pe~ple gaining color and character
way congestion due to_ their pop~·;;.Jor_the truckdriver's claim to the CB volving the immediate safe_ty of life in the small communitv of the ci1nu·laritv.) · · , . , ·· • ...·, - .;,\,:r'adi<( as evidenced,bv songs such as of individuals or the im.mediate \'O\'. The c:imeraderie contiirnes. as
The ftincti(mal use of the CB rndid ;·;;y._t on v o v· ... ,;on'.e°: .n oric.es . a. protection of property or c.om- the CBer's pull into a truck stop with
actui11ly began rnany years ago with ~:··ibmaradc.rie ~{)m,mon t<> II CB user~ municatiim necessary 10 render ·other CRer's for some dinner and a.
cup of hundred-mile coffee. Arid as
the long haul truckers. those brawny when monitoring the airways. "Help assistance to a motorist."
American· men moving their '18-. vour fellow CBer" is the name of the
In., monitoring the trucker's one lea\·es tlic conrn,·. all promise to
.
wheel rigs across the country from
arid this ri111ges f~~im lociiting · clfannc[however. the patrolmen can call him o'n 'thc i'lip~~idl'. ·.
state-police with picture takers
(radar), to giving weather conditions, and information on directions and traffic conditions,

~:~·ka ';',:~k~~~~ :7g::~
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.X ·overcomes sle>w sta·rt,
rubs NKS in· OT, .72-70
By JOHN WOOi.ARD

Ne11111 Staff Writer
at the 2:00 minute mark. Dale Haar~
It was comparable to ma11y a last man hit two free throws ana
second blind date. It wasn't pretty, Plunkett the first of a one and one,
but it turned out to be exciting. I'm and X was tied at 66 all. A last sereferring, of course, to Xavier's 72- cond shot by Northern's Dennis Bet-.
70 overtime Basketball victory over tis was off the mark and the Muskies
Northern Kentucky St. Saturday had their second O.T. in a week.
Xavier took. the lead in O.T. ori a
night, and not to anyone's.escort to
thi.s Friday's Homecoming Dance.
basket by Plunkett, but the
Xavier. coming off a superb effort ·Norsemen scored a bucket and two
against UC at Riverfront Coliseum, free throws to take a ·70-68 lead.
seemed to have difficulty in finding Gary Whitfield scored on a jumper
the groove against Northern. who to ·make it 70 all, and ·when
despite the absence of their leading Northern's Tony Faehr missed a one
scorer and rebounder., Dan and one, X went for' the last shot. It
Doellman. came to play ball. Xavier was taken by Whitfield with :04
jumped out to an early 16-IO lead, 'showing on the clock. thought a
but Northern quickly tied it at 18,. minute and dropped, and the
and the teams traded scores from Muskies had a 72-70 victory. It was a
there until Northern's Jeff Stowers win that gave X.U. a 12-IO record,
hit one from God's country at the I st and greatly enhanced their chances
half buzzer to give State a 36-34 lead for their first .500 season i!'I eons.
going into the locker room.
Whitfield. whose steal late in regulaEarly in the second half, Northern tion time, set up · Plunkett's free
stretched theirlead to8at44-36,and.- throw •. had · 16 'points, as did
Xavier looked like they may never freshman Nick Daniels. Plunkett
get untracked. But behind some added 15, with Haarman and Wolf
clutch scoring by sub Marty Wolf ·scoring IO and 7 respectively.
and Mike Plunkett, the Muskies
The Muskies battle.1.U.P.U.1. on
remained close. Still trailing by three Tuesday at Schmidt FieldhOuse.
·

Bik·e ·back to America
B 1KECENTENNIAL is ·. seeking other tour services, as well as a small
people who like people, 1,400 of daily expense allowance.
them. As the inaugural tours on the
Tours varying in length from 12 to
world's first transcontinent!ll bicycle 82 days offer an· who participate a
trail fill, the need for capable leaders chance to fe.:l America's pulse in this
is more urgent than anticipated. As _ bicentennial year. Bikecentennial; a~
many as 1,000 small groups of8-12 non-profit, publicly supported
cyclists including many foreign organization, can use your talents in
visitors from Japan, Europe, South · bicycling back into America. ·
and Central America will be requirFor further details on Leadership
ing the services of competentleaders Training Courses andan application
this-summer .. In addition lo sharing ·.write:
BIKECENTENNIAL
this adventure with many people of
widely varied backgrounds, leaders
Dept. L.T.P.
will receive food, lodgeing, and all
. P.O. Box 1034
Missoula, MT 59801

omen's B-ball has· its ups'. . .

.

Katy Stratman takes the centerjmnpfor X V's Women's 8-ball team,.as.from le.ti
Vi<'ki Hamm. Man• K. Ma/oner. and Sheila Connolfr look on.

to

right in the dark un!fimns.

Women B-ballers not suCkers,
hit Bible with ''lollipop, "43-26
By TOM. USHER
Sparta Editor

With eight minutes left in the first
half, Women's· Basketball coach
Tony Brueneman yelled, "Lol.lipop,"
at the top of his lungs. X led Cincinnati Bible College at the time, but
just by 6. "Lollipop," Bruenema11
barked again. 1. gave him a puzzled
look, but then discovered he had
suddenly called for X to go into a full
court zone defense; by the code word
Lollipop. This press led Xavier to an
. outburst, which helped trigger their
9th victory 'of the season, without a
defeat, over Cincy Bible 43-26-..
The Musketeers opened in a 1-3-2
zone defense, but until the call· for
the Lollipop, the game was close.
This fact stemmed from X's· field
goal percentage of 27% in the first
half. Even the hot hand of Sheila
Connolly was frigid in the. first half,
asshewentto thedressingroom with
ju.st six ·points; Forward Nancy
Sohngen paced XiU. in the opening
half with four hO'.ops 'on offensive
rebqunds. Thus, thanks to Sohngen
and a sticky defense, Xled 25~10 at
intermission. ··

alovin·
.glassful

On the njght for X, Sohngen,
In the halftime pep talk by Coach
Brueneman, he told the ladies, "It is Kevin Maloney, and Sheila Connolabout time we gotstarted."The X.U. ly paced the soring attack, all with 8
women nodded their heads. and points, Katie Stratmen followed
caught fire in the second half. Half with 6, and Nancy Maloney tallied 5.
way through the final period, x out- ·sue Ho!t and Christine Cavey paced
scored the E-gals 14-6, to make the the. E-gals, b each scorin 8.

.
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er RANDY HABIG

Vic·ki Hamm shows real determination as she wrestles a Lincoln player to
the groun.d. Na~c.v SohnKen. and Kc,,tv. .Sfratman lo.ok. ond. ·.. ,d' .".
.

·

,_

·

••• an 11s owns

score 39-16. The game was technicalThe Women now take to the
ly over at this· point.
toughest part of their schedule with
· Mary Kevin Maloney and .her: four straight road. games. A real
smooth one-handed jumper paced challenge to X's 9-0 record will be
~:·:·the way for X in the second ha~f.
the University of Louisville.
· Kevin Maloney ripped the ropes . Louisville has lost only once, and
four times with corkscrew jumpers owns impressive victories over Kenfrom her low: post. ·position. Her tucky and North&;rn Kentucky. St.
• sister, Nancy Maloney, also provid-. Xavier's next home game will be the
·· · ed some fire power with her base line home finale, March 1 agair1st
bullseyes.
: Wilmington .

COLLEGE STUDENTS
BTRY ANTHOLOGY
·The
NATIONAL POETR.Y PR.Es.Ii
ID"MIUllCBitl

SPRING f;X>MPETITION
Tbe doling date far ... •'ml ' •

.. ....._...bJ College

~pril

Studeata

10

MANUSCllIPTS abuuld be 1111& to
OffIC'.E OF THE PUSS

NATIONAL POETR.Y Pllm
IOX 211.
AGOUIA, CALIF. 91301

Senate·
from page 1
changes in· dysfunctional
maintenance programs. The MTF
also recommended that ~tudent
Senate be responsible for informing
students of the proper procedures
for contacting Maintenance, and
that students need to exercise a
greater care for University property~
and to report any gross inefficiencies
in maintenance service to the proper
University officials. A copy of the
MTF Report has· been made
available to Fr. Mulligan. Unive·rsity
President, and to other . key administrators.

Hear Jazz at its Best!
Straight from New Orleans!

PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND
March 8, 8 p.m. Theatre·
. All seats reserved. Tickets $6 to bene'fit
. Or~ando Music Scholarships. Send check
payable to College of Mount St. Joseph
with stamped self-addressed envelope
.
the Music Departm·ent. , .

to

~OLLEGE OF· MOQNT.,;~T~JOSEPH, .
. . · Mount St. Jo.seph, Ohao 45051 . -..
. .
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XU's young wrestfing team
tripped up by ba¥,ton, 28-14
·When most people think ofwrestl-·
fog. they picture the Shick applying
his "camel clutch" . to some poor
idiot. College wrestling has nothing
to do with that. Xavier's Pat
Mogavero showed the sparce turnout at Schmidt Memorial Saturday

afternoon what the sport. is really Roger Bacon, transferred this· year
about. Mogavero annihilated from Ohio Dominican, when they
Dayton's Jim Murray 16-0, but it dropped t~eir wrestling program.
wasn't enough and the Flyers of _ Saturday Mogavero picked up his
Dayton tripped X 28-14 in the opponent and flipped him around
match.
·
like a sack of potatoes, to up his perMogavero. a sophomore from sonal record to a brilliant 13-1. Captain Jim Bergman, who himself is 102, feels that the 126 pound· Mogavero
is by far the strongest human being
on X's squad. this year.
·
Other highlights in the match included X's George Speckman doing
away with Flyer Gary Roberts 7-2 in
the 134 pound class. Then there was
X's Paul Brizzolara crunching U D's
Drew Maron 12-5, as Maron begged
. for mercy in the final minute, Brizzolara, the human wall out of McN icholas, upped his season slate to 8-

2.

tall

Young wre.11/ers put up strong struggle against Dayton.

Siebers lead
XU Polo Club

to rout of .

Culver Military

Xavier's captain "Jungle Jim"
Bergman had a classic, but boring,
duel with Flyer Doug Wilson in the
177 pound class. Bergman and
Wilson spent the first two periods
staring at each· other, in a battle of
mind vs. ·mind. Bergman commented, "l usually wrestle 167 and
when I go up to the 177 pound class,
most of the guys are stronger than I
am. Today the guy was antrong.as
an ox, and he had biceps twice as big
as mine. In this case.," Bergman said,
"I wait for him to· make the first

51111 Photo By JIM BERGMAN

_ Xavier's wrestlers stand 5-8 before entering NCAA Easte.rn Regionals.
move. Once he shoots, I nail him. If 1 final match on the road against Cenwould have made the first move, he tral St. Then it's on to the Eastern
would have laid all over me." In the Regionals of the NCAA in
third and final period Bergman did Cleveland, Ohio for Mogavero ( 13what he said. After the Ref warned 1), Brizzolara (8-2), Bergman ( 10-2).
both ·wrestlers twice for stalling, and 190 pound Jim Janning who
Wilson shot on Bergman and stand 6-6. The team's strong point is
Bergman put him away. After all the definitely youth. Bergman is the only
stalling points._ were handed out senior, and the rest of the. team are
Bergman won it 8-2.
freshmen and sophomores. I can
Xavier stands 5-8 on the season, safely say X's wrestling team has
while Dayton is now 7-6-. X has one finally arrived.

n1

The newly-formed Xavier "Polo
Club"· traveled to Culver-Military
Academy last weekend to play their .
first indoor polo. Xavier won· the ,.
first game Friday night, 12-1 I. Rob
· "~obby Joe" Sieber led scoring with
six goals, John Sieber had three
.goals and Jake Sieber three. The
.. Saturday . afternoon game looked. helpless for.Xavier as they trailed at
half-time ·7-4, but the last two
periods saw Xavier score ten goals
·and win 14-IO. Bobby Joe led Saturday with seven, Jake six, arid John
one. All expenses for the team.were
paid by Sieber Construction Inc.

Electric
from pages
proved that the time had come for
the ..Electric Light Orchestra. It
went gold. and a single culled from
it, "Can'.t Get It Out Of My Head,"
was a hot chart-rider for months.
Now comes ·a new album, Face
The Music, which has also been cer~
tified gold along with ELO's current
chart-topping single. "E vii Woman."
and ELO stalwarts Lynne (guitar
and vocals), Bevan (drums) and their
cohorts .'Hugh MacDowell and
· Melvyn Gale (cellists), Richard Tan-·
dy (keyboards). the_ peripatetic Mik
Kaminski (violin) and Kelly
Groucutt (bass) are once again raising your musical consciousness by
several light years.
"Electric Light . Orchestra." A
shock.ingly good band.

• ••

•

_Library Notes
from ·page· 2
cording to Vagle, centered on the in-' .
c'onvenience of late hours on the
staff. "It's not fair to ask a student to·
take responsibility for the building...
he said. "so we have to have a runtime person on duty until the library
closes.'"
·
Generally. Vigle ·indicated
satisfaction with the curre'1t status o.f
the librarv: . '"fhe administration
gives us a~ much ·support as they
can." he said. '.'in interest. es.~ahlishing the. library as a priority
·area . and financial support although money is tight." Jnsumma- _
lion Vigle stated. !'We're getting our
fair share. we ha,,·e ·no complaints.".
Thur.clar. Fiii~ it, 1171 ·
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Commentary
·uy Larry Sh~he
compiled b~

Jorce lchNliier

Dr. Jorge Luis Borge~. Argentine writer and visiting professor ~t
Michigan State University, will speak on "The Wri~er and His
Destiny" Friday, February 27 at 4:00 p.m. in 525 Chemistry at U.C.
His talk is sponsored by the Taft Memorial Fund and the Offices of the.
·
Provost and University Dean. The public is invited. .
•

•••

•

The Hearth Room will have a new look .on Tuesday nights. Starting
March 2 from 8:00 p.m. to I :00 a.m. it will become a cafe with co~ered
tables, food, drinks and live entertainment. Are your Tuesday nights
nothing'? Make them something. Come on into the Hearth Room ..

•••

•

The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant is no longer restricted to
students who started college after -April I, 1973. Older students,
transfer students, veterans, etc. who started college before this date are
now eligible to be considered for a BEOG. The pr~sram is restrictC!c!,
however, to undergraduate students who are carrying at least 6 crecbt
hours. For more information contact the Placement Office.

•••

The weekend of March 5, 6, and 7 there will be a ..Life-Plannin1
Retreat" for Juniors and Seniors at Xavier. The weekend get-away will
be held in Aurora, Indiana. Any student, although Junior• and Seniors
will have first preference, who is looking for some direction for his ~r
her future might find this a worthwhile weekend. The retreat will
provide students an opportunity to question wh~t values ~re important
in their lives and how those values can be applied to a life-style. Two
members of the Jesuit Renewal Center in Milford, Ohio will staff the
Retreat, which must be limited to 30 people. For more information
contaCt the Campus Ministry at 745-3398.

•••

: "Biochemistry, Physiology, Steroids" will be the topic discussed in
the open seminar presented by the Department of Chemistry at Xayier
University. Dr. Bernard C. Wexler is the guest speaker. The seminar
will be held on Friday, March 12, 1976 at I:30 p.m. in the Cash Room,
Logan Chemistry Building on the Xavier campus. The public is invited
to attend. Dr. Wexler is a Professor of Experimental Medicine and
Pathology at the University of C.incinnati College of Medicine. He is
also the Director of the May Institute of Medicine Research. · '
.
.
Dennis J. Dishong and Russell E. Kosch, graduate students in
Hospital Administration, have been awarded scholarships for 1975~
76. Before coming to Xavier, Mr. Kosch held a variety of hotel and
restaurant management positions. His scholarship is made possible
through the Equitable Life Assurance Society Fund. Mr. Dishong will
receive the Foster G. McGaw Scholarship. As a past ·assistant administrator at Kirwood General Hospital in Detroit he has an e.xtensive background in health care management. Both men are currently
finishing their year of academic study and will spend next year as
·
hospital administrative assistants.

...

•••

. "The Federal Broadcasting Company is look ins for a female hostess
to work with an already selected host on an experimentaltelevision
program. This could be a great opportunity for a member of ll
journalism-radio-TV class or a drama club to 1ain valuable experience in TV and perhaps launch a career. Interested talent should
apply for an appointment by sending a photo and resume to Brian
Edwards, Federal Broadcasting Company, 401 Market Avenue,
North, Canton, Ohio 44702."

•••

: Six Cincinnati colleges and universities are giving course credit for
full-time and part-time students who enroll in. a special Bicentennia.l
college course, "The Era of the American Revolution." The program is ·
supported by a grant from the George Fund Foundation and is part of
the Ohio College Bicentennial Program of the Ohio American Revof~:..
tion Bicentennial Advisory Commission. The course was written by
historians at Cincinnati colleges and coordinated by the Greater Cin•
cinnati Consortium of Colleges and Universities. A Bicentennial committee of the Consortium has been developing the course since early
last year. Students can ~egister for the course at the college of their
choice.

•••

. Spring student elections will take place on Thursday, March 25, ani:I
Friday, March 26, announces Election Committee Chairman Paul
Shaffery.
·
·
Offices to be filled include: presidency and vice-presidency of Student Government; eight seats on Student Senate; four seats on University Senate, one dorm student and one commuter from each undergraduate college; presidency, vice-presidency, and four representative seats on Commuter Council.
Any student interested in working for the welfare of the Xavier community is urged to run for office." For further information, contact
Elections Chairman Paul Shaffery itt 745~3779, Student Body V.P.
Beth Younger at 745-3322. or call Student Government at 745-3560.

•••
The world's record for hitchhiking is about to be challenged by a
senior at Southwest Missouri State College who is planning to
hitchhike to 48 states in only 20 days. The previous record-holder, who
set the standard in 1957, hitchhiked to48 states in 33days. The student,
R.L. Anderson, has been doing serious hitchhiking since he was· t6
years old. For long trips he brings two changes of clothes, some non_----·
erishable foods, three light reflectors, $35, and a sleeping bag. Ander- .
son sleeps alongside the road or under bridges while hitching and takes
baths in the sinks of gas station restrooms.

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · s i v e than your shiny white on blac;:k
·shoes.
·
.
·
The world of sports is crowded
with winners and' loser:s. There is no
.room foi: "cry'."babies." Personally,
I am a little disappointed that our
Your name is Gale Catlett and and to beat the best, you have to play Coach Baker would publicly an-:
nounce his displeasure with the
you're the head basketball coach at the best. We do. ·
referees. It's most unbecoming for a
the University of Cincinnati.
1elltleman of bis stature to give a
You have claimed, Gale, to have· ·"sour grapes" impression.
Your prodigies, the Bearcats,
reached the NCAA playoffs in 1975 tried to schedule some of the bigger . If Baker's comments were unsettlas freshmen before they were names (notably Indiana .and Notre ing. yours were just plain unacceptbumped. off by a Louisville team Dame), but that they would only able. Gale. After crediting both
which would eventually finish third play you on their courts. "After all; teams' tenacity, you said, .'1'his is
in the nation; This year, . your we're Indiana," was the Hoosiers' supposed to be the ~ig game. I don't
predominantly sophomore lineup is reply. "Well, after all, we're Cincin.: think ·it's any more important than
ranked 13 nationally. A "fine" nati," was your justification for the Miami game, or the Cleveland
Louisville team has already fallen refusing the terms set forth.
State. They're all important."
Afteull, Gale, I'd have to say you
victim to you thil" year.
They all might very well be imporThe evidence of your recruiting blew .it. This Indiana team is in a tant, Gale, but the X.U.-U.C. game
· is· a natural rivalry, and one of the
prowe~s is unchallenged. You are position to call all the shots.
·You are not!
recognized as a master.
best in the counti:y. "Throw the
In· the last two years, Indiana has record books away," the writers say,
Your coaching record speaks for
itself. More than one other major lost once - to an awesome Ken- '\vhen these two get tosethe~."
university is openly seeking your tucky squad in the NCAA playoffs
Lons before you arrived in Cintalents during mid-season. . .
by two points without the services of cinnati, this game was dividing entire
On your home court~ you're un- their All-American forward, Scott families down the middle and sitting
beatable; and you're not bad on the May. This same Indiana club started them on opposite sides of the Gar·
road either.
this year by humiliating UCLA (I'm dens.
But who do you play'? ·
The new Coliseum is a welcome
sure you've heard of them.)
Poor little St. Joseph (Indiana)
As for Notre Dame, their reputa- change of setting,. but it won't affect
was so overmatched by your team tion needs no "after all" introduc- the play of the game. The game. is
that Enquirer. Sports Reporter Bill tion. They also play the toughest played for pride.
Ford was moved to observe, "They schedule in the counti:y. They can
It's the Army"'.Navy, Harvard(St. Joe) aren't very big, but gosh are even boast . of producing Austin Yale, USC-UCLA, Ohio Statethey slow."
Carr, John Shumate, and Adrian Michisan, · Oklahoma-Nebraska
The remainder of your schedule is Dantley in the last five years.
games all rolled into one. Both teams
a bit more challenging, but far from
How can you possible compete could be winless the rest of the year
awe-inspiring.
with that, Gale'?
and it wouldn't matter.
Like it or not, you meet them on
This pme is a season in itself.
At Xavier University, Gale, we do their own tenns. Of if you're lucky,
You had to realize thi11 last
things a little differently. Until this you'll get your chance in the NCAA Wedneaday, Gale. With.two minutes
year, a winning season has been a tournament on a neutral court. to play. you had to feel the fever in
frustrated dream of the faithful. Our They'll be there; and . with your the crowd. You had to be worried.
bige.st enemy was not any one op- schedule, you'd better be.
You didn't get those two T's for
ponent, but. the man who compiled
••• ·
nothiris you know ..
our schedule.
·
In Xavier's only national televiThat's why I didn't believe you,
lt wouki be embarrassing to com- sion appearance of the year'. the op- Gale, when you· said, "I never
pare your opponents with ours. posing coach was a~med with a thought Xavier wouW win all week,
Besides, it's been done so many times microphone and licensed to talk. His all year, not through the whole
already that any further comparison speech was reminiscent of the little iame." I didn't believe you then and
would amount to a Oo18in1 of a boy who threatened to take his ball I still don't.
You won that game, though, Gale,
dead schedule.
and so home ·if the game wasn't
Nobody has mistaken us for a played his way.
so all I can say is "Wait 'till next
national power in yean. Yet; no one
Frankly; Gale, I wish he would year." I think you (or your successor,
doubts our intestinal fortitude. To have done just that~ In all honesty, I should you move on) will be doing a
·
be the best, you have to beat the best; , . found his. blather to. be more offen- little more worrying then.

Gale:.· the windy Catlett

•

•••

•••

Library ·Notes
By RITA SCHOENFELD
,._lldWrtter

Xavier's McDonald Library initiated a rather unique service for
students this past September. It is
known as -the Student Paperback
Book Exchange and it is free of all of
the usual restrictions placed . on
books taken out of the Librai:y. This
freedom, according to Library
Director John Vigle, is what makes
the exchange worthwhile. .
Of the 275 books that haye been
put on exchange,· approximately 60
are left. However, this depletion.
does not concern the librai:y staff. "It
is, after all, not necessary for
students to return books;" Merle L.
Wessel, Technical ·Processing Dept.
Director. said. "books are often
placed on ·the exchange because we
have extra copies." But since it i~ an
exchange •. students are asked to
return books, or replace them with
other selections.
The paperbacks hav~comefroma
variety of sources:. faculty members.
friends of the University, the Lodge
Learning Lab., multiple ·copies
within · the library, and students
themselves. "We even carry Cliff
Notes in the exchange now," Wessel
11dded: "Professors didn't want them
out in the past, but.since.we've seen
them on sale in the Book Sto.re.

editors and do not represeni the vleiNs of the adeditors reserve the right to condense or reject any
lotter and limit frequent writers.
· .
ministration, faculty, and student body of Xavier
unless specifically stated.
Main offices. first floor, University Center
The Niwa Is published weekly during theschool ·- Building. News-editorial telephone: :(513) · 745Yi61. Advertising telep~one: (513) 745-3431.
_ycar except during vacali_on .and examination
periods by Xavier University,_ Cincinnati, .Ohio
Editbr-in-Chief ... : ..... ....... ·. Steptjen.Bedell
4~207. Subscriptions are$5.00 per year. TheN1W1
Managing Editor. ...... : .. :-"Mary Ann Bu~scher
was entered as second class matter' October 4,
Advisor , ............... . ·.._... : . ... : John Gell
19•\6. ai the Post Office of Cindnnall:Ohio under
ous11rnss Manaqor ........ :.·., .... Jack Jeffie
. ·
Arts Editor ................••........ Anita Buck
The Xavier New• is tho official student 1hu Acl of March 3. 1879.
Lnllprs
su_binittcd
lo
the
New•
f?r:publlcation
,
·.Contributing
Editor.;,: ..•.......•.... Tom flvnn
newspaper of Xavier" University. The articles: pic1
sports.Editor ........... : .........• Tom Usher
lllres. and format are· the responslbilit.Y of the 11111 s1 .,carry signature and address of· writer.

Xavier's McDonald initiates a.
student paper back exchange

enough to simply allow those who j':
wish to donate books to leave them
in the lower level lounge, where the
exchange. is located. ·
As a further service to students,
the library extended hours at the
start of the academic year. "Actually, the hours have been rearranged
rather than extended," Vigle explained. ''we close early on Friday
and distribute those hours at other
· times." The 'rearrangement" has
enabled Xavier to compare well with {':J
other Universities in the Cincinnati
w ~. ,
area. Only U.C. has longer hours in
s1111 Photo •r IUCK HAGLE Cincinnati, and Xavier ranks about .
we've decided to make them part of fourth within the Greater Cincinnati
.the exchange."
·
Area Consortium schools.
The exchange procedure is not
The decision to "extend" hours
merelv easy on borrowers. but on was made in response to student relibrary personn~I as well. According . quests and depended on available
to Vigle. "We do nothing to maintain . staff· who cooperated in the change,
. the exchange, it involves no staff According to Vigle the library cantime checking· out books. etc. The not boast of a tremendous amount of
books themselves are gifts, so it costs . people .taking advantage of later
the University nothing - but students hou.rs (till 11 p.m.) during the week,
have an opportunity to enjoy it.''
but enough to justify continuation of
.. At the present time. now concept the current hours. In the future. ~
of censorship exists within the ex- Vigle said, he hoped the library
change. ~·we have come to no deci- might extend hours even further, as
sion .. concernmg censorship.'' Vigle budget would allow and demand
said. "l'in sure there are some books justify.
we would not consider proper but so
The only problems encountered
far wc·vc put out what has come in." with the extended hours so far. ac·
Moreov~r. the exchange is flexible
Library Notes to page 7
Makri-Up·Ed1tor ................ Bob Stegmoyer
;,·:.;socHttP. Editor ......•.•..•.. Joyce Sct1rt.nbtn

Photo Ediler. .............. , ...... llick Beagle
.Circulation Manager ..•........ : .... Tim,i.ynch
. Art Directors ................... Charles Fallon
,
·
· Karla Thompson
Copy. Editor .................•.• Aita Schoenfeld
Collirrinisls ...................... Larry Sheehe
Shannon Flynn
Lisa Maechling
Sialf ... Barb Barrett. Ricl1 Beagie. Jim Beck. Sieve
Bechlold. Sieve Cummings, Barb Cushing. J1111

Donlin, Mark Doyle, Jack_Franckhauser. Deborah
Gaston. Glen Glenn. Stephen Hart. Boh Helvaty.
Mary Henkel, Pete Henkel, Tom Heskamp, Walter
Johnson, Mimi Keegan. Ray lebowski. Bob
Lynch. Dirk Madrid, Maria Malandra. Nancy
Maloney. Cathy McCaffertv."Kathy McCormick.
Kevin McGraw. Regi:.;;. Morc·an. Steve Moser.
Beth Muenks. Maiy Neenar.; Dale Penn. Marcia
Plnsc1a. Tin.1 Ranaghan. Gayle Slayton.· Sue
'.">te"vcno1. Barh Vur~b. M1ch~ol V1iaboy
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Student Senate. 2:00
Marketing Club Meeting
A"oc1at1on of( ·umpming Machinery: Hi~er Basketball: X.li. \"S. Du'luesne.
l.e•el l.an2ua2rs. Captain Grace Hopper of heldhouse.
the l'.S. :\a\\'.
l>cbate Meeting. 3:00. Hinkle ~all.
Women·, Ha~ketoall vs. Wilmington. Home.
7:1KI

Hasketoall: X.ll. vs. Man1uettc. IUKl.
1-icldhousc.
Art Exhioit. llnin:rsitv Center Loobv. -Two
Artists of Fantaw."" !\iarch 5-22.
.
l uckcr"s Special \itc
X. l '. l'la'yers. ·rhe l>e•·ffs Disciple. Theatre.

5:00.

Schut7crfcst. Armorv
X.11. Players. The De.-il"s Disciple. n1catrc.
K:OO.

K:OO.

H~

in!! <"luo \1eeting. Hearth R"mm. 7:30
Ranger ( ·1uh ( "liff-climoing trip to John Hn·an
Stale P;irk
·
X.1 ·. l'la~ers. lhr l>nir\ Disciple. I heatre.
KjKI

Student Senate. 2:1Kl

Debate Meeting. 3:00.'. Hinkle Hall

Student Senate. 2:1KI

X.U. Band Mini-Concert. 1:30-2:30. Theatre.
Debate .Meeting. 3:00. Hinkle Hall.

Student Senate. 2:00
Mid-semester grades for undcrgr.tduate
students-da,· and evening due in respective
offices hy 5~1KI.
<rHrien Lecture Series. Fr. Walter Ong.
Theatre. K:IKl.

hnal date for filing applications for degrees to
be given in June. all divisions.
Debate Meeting, 3:00. Hinkle Hall

X.lJ. Players. The De.-il"s Disciple. Theatre.
8:00
·-· '
..

ROTC l{illc and Pistol Rifle Match
Graduate School. hireign Language exams
Hlarncv Stone I Jav
and FORTRA:\ exam. 2:1Kl °'''~.
'~·~"'
···,.
,·:.·?
X.U. !;layers. lh; De•·ffs Disciple. Theatre. Blarney Stone l>ay
K:OO
X.lJ. Players. The Dnil"s Disciple. Thc;1tre.
lUKI
.

Racing Team. IMSA Challenge Series. Scoring. Florida.

Racing T~am. iMSA L"ha11cngc Series. Scoring. Florida.
Clef Cluo Concen. Theatre
Pershing Rillcs I lrill meet at Indiana State University.
Military Hall

.

Ranger Chao Repelling Trip to Smokey
Mountains

Senior C!ass Prom. Cuvier Press l"luo

Debate Meeting. 3:00.. Hinkle Hall
Student Senate. 2:00
St. I homas More Pre-I.aw Society Meeting

.,,
.,,."'
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Who's ·DUX-ing the truth?.
.

On February 9, all Xavier parents received a letter and leaflet from which is shown as completed on the leaflet cover and mkaes up over
the office of Fr. Edward O'Brien, Vice-President for Special Projects ·half the projected floor space of the total Sports Center, isn't even
and moderator of the Dads' Club. The mailing, whose immediate scheduled to begin construction by May, 1~76.
The leaflet continues on this theme when it states: "Of the total cost
goal was to solicit $4S,OOO for the gymnasium floor of the Sports
Center, sheds a disquieting light on the methods to which Xavier is of over $2,000,000, only $490,000 remains to be raised." The twQ·
million-dollar-plus figure refers to Phases I and II, and is a safe guess
resorting to complete Phase I in time for next year's freshmen.
First, the fact that the University is making previously unplanned ..:..__ the exact total cost is unknown since Phase II hasn't even been
direct appeal to parents for construction funds substantiates what in· budgeted fully, as Fr. Mulligan stated at Friday's University Senate
formed sources in the Development Office have already told us about Meeting. Gifts for Phase II are coming in, but the amount still needed·
the disrepute the Sports Center has earned among large contributors, . will far exceed $490,000- which amount would, however, cover the
thanks to its incredible 43% budget overrun in the first year of con- cost overruns on Phase I almost exactly..
struction.
·
Desperation is obvious in what is apparently a last resort attempt
More distressing are 'he appeals used in the mailing-:- ranging to raise funds still needed for Phase I. Not only are such tactics
from a mild insult to the intelligence of the Xavier parent in a two- · deplorable in support of any project at a Christian institution, but
page letter from Fr. O'Brien, to possible deception in the leaflet from
t~ey seem inanely short-sighted. How does Dads United for Xavier
Dads United for Xavier (DUX).
.
expect parents to react in a year or sow hen, assured by such mailings
O'Brien's letier spends four paragraphs extolling the value of a· .as these that they haye already helped to erec\ a completed building,
Xavier education in fervid prose: "We are proud of the ac- they receive requests for still more mQney for something called
"Phase II?"
·
·
·
complishments of the Xavier students, faculty, administration, and
alumni. .. the school that helped form these people is worth preser. When the parents refuse to give, after all, there'll be no place left to
ving. . . We must continue to provide an education that is both
turn.
-T.F.
progressive and Catholic in order for the children of tomorrow to
cope with. a secular and Godless world."
Presumably $45,000 for a gymnasium floor is going to perpetuate
the University and make the world safe for democracy.
O'Brien next suggests an appropriate donation - $300.00, the
amount "more than what is collected in tuition and fees" that the University spends on each student in four years. The letter appeals to
This is acknowledge that in the January 8th issue of the News, a ·'
several kinds of chauvinism as it conclud.es: "You will be helping
revie~
of "Lucky Lady" and an editorild, "Pope puts faith in youth"
thousands ofyouilg people, your own flesh and blood included, who
m
effect transcribed by this writer from Chicago Tribune articles
were
are seeking a solid Jesuit Catholic Private education."
of the same titles. Since the articles were published without
If O'Brien actually expects Xavier parents- so many of whom are
X. U. alumni - to respond fo so ha~ an appeal, clearly his opinion of acknowledgement of their source, I realize that this action constitutes
plagiarism, Let me stress that this happene<f with some inadvertence
the value of a Xavier education is not so high as his letter intimates.
and
under great pressure to fill space;--it was not calculated fof' perBut if the fetter is unpleasant, the DUX leaflet is offensive. The
cover shows the entire Sports Center finished and ·assures parents sonal gain. The editor apologizes and hopes the reader will forgive
·
.
that "The Paul L. O'Connor.Sports ,Center is scheduled for comple- this.
-S.B.
. tion in May, 1976."
.
·
.
PHASE I is scheduled for completion in May, 1976. Phase II,

a

Public Apo~ogy

Free flow of ideas ?
For the time being, tt,e fr.ee flow of ideas is a d.ead issue at Xavier.
At its meeting last Friday, i~e u'niversiiy Senate deferred dynamic
academic-freedom proposal into Executive Committee in the face of
a counter-proposal from University President Robert Mulligan, S.J.
The original "free flow of ideas" proposal would have created a
faculty board to rule oil the propriety of questionable speakers, films,
or presentations on campus. At present, such deCision are the exclusive prerogative of the Vice-President for Student Development;
The proposal was passed by University Senate on December JO
and received an endorsement in spirit from the Board of Trustees
shortly thereafter. Nevertheless Fr. Mulligan introduced a counterproposal whose effect would be to preserve the status quo. Proposal
and counter-proposal met; and in the collision the "Free Flow of
Ideas" was thrown to the table to await the Senate's next meeting.
To the friends ofthe original proposal and to all supporters of
academic freedom, this action comes as a disappointment. But even
more disappointing has been the quality of rhetoric this proposal has
inspired, both from within and from outside the University Senate,
from student and administrator alike.
Most significant discussions of this issu~ have apparently accepted
the parameters suggested by Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones' remarks at
the December meeting - that the whole issue basically represents a
. conflict betw~ei:i student desires on the one hand, and the University's
good standing.in the eyes of its generally conservative benefactors on
the other. · '· ..:· ·
.
But a. "free flow of ideas" policy would have ramifications far
beyond the superficial problems of public relations - especially for a
private, religiously-oriented University which is necessarily com·
mitted to a particular, special view of Truth.
The News supports the original proposal, and recommends that
the motion be confirmed when the issue arises for the third time.
·But whatever happens at the University Senate's next meeting, it is
hoped that the debate will achieve sufficient depth to encompass the
proposal's full meaning before any decision - pro or con - is
adopted. · ·
·
· ·
·
..:_T,F.
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Non-patriotism .is:.
no mental laps~

etters
Page 10

Dear Editor,
Concerning Mr. Verst's letter in
the issue of several weeks ago: I think
it should be noted that it is not a
"mental lapse" to. be · unpatriotic.
S.ome of us, though we may be fi:w, ·
do not feel any love for America and .
therefore do not feel inclined to be
patriotic · during the national ·
anthem. We should respect others
who do feel patriotic but after seeing
red, white and blue everywhere and
being forced to eat off of plates in the

grill that you don't know whether to ·
eat off or salute, I am up to my ears
in.eagles - t. . . · .
Steve Young
Class of 77

Urges students to
become a·cti·ve
. On Feb.. 17 the Student Senate
passed a restruct1.1ring of the Campus Activities Board. The three
members on the · C.A.B. will be
responsible for the coordination of
campus activities by meeting and
working with tile.individual Social
Activity Committee members: ·class

Senators too negative.·
A recent issue of the Xavier News evaluated the accomplishments
·and studied the goals of Student Government after its first semester~
From observations of recent Senate meetings, it would appear that
Student Government's aspiration.s for the second half of the year may
go up in smoke if certain members of the Senate persist in destroying
the credibility of the body in the eyes. of many people in Xavier's campus.
,
At the February 17 meeting of Student Senate, Rene Durand,
newly-appointed Director of Admissions for Xavier. presented a
report on some of the operations of his office during this year. Working under the. belief that "greater exposure and involvement is
necessary for Xavier,'" Durand has a sizable list of accomplishments
after his first year at Xavier. Durand. with his five-member recruiting,,
staff, has been exp!lllding travel, improving the publications of the ·
admissions office, computerizing the admissioQs procedure, and involving more students, ·faculty, and alumni in the recruiting effort.
Many of the senators present agreed that Durand was accorilplshirig
a Herculean task in the Admissions Office.
Several of the senators, however, pursued a line of interrogation
that can be assessed as "negativism for its ownsake." Mr. Durand was
as~ailed with a list of charges to which he was only reluctantly per7
m1tted to respond.· Although Durand was· most effective in main·
taining his position that progress is being made.in the Admissions Office, it is likely tha.t Durand left the meetins with a lowered opinion ofa
•
the effectiveness and credibility of Student Senate.
This trend towards senseless and unreasoning criticism within Student Senate is inappropriate for the tasks wJlich still lie ahead of it in
the next two months. The Maintenance Task Force report and spring
elections are only two items which will require the full support of a
clearl)'-thinking Senate body for their effectiveness.
It i~ sometimes said that one can judge what a man knows by the
questions he asks. The News certainly hopes the intellects behind the
·Senate are better than so·me questions would lead o"ne to believe.
M.A.B·.
officers; social, speakers, film, con- that one main reason for a lack of
cert, and cultural chairones; and events was the small number of per,".
representatives from each dorm sons involved in the individual com~·
commuter council,. Intramurals: mittees. There are several activities
AASA, and . Campus Ministry. coming up; .Blarney Stone Days
There will also be one .person in Mar. 11-12, Talent Show April 2,
charge of accepting dates of ac- and Greek Week May 3-7 as well as
tivities for t.he calendar now located class sponsored events. There is a
in Tony Brueneman's office by the . definite need' for people to work on
lnfro desk.
the~e activities and others - (read the
article on the different activity
Whilt; the restructuring of the · chair.ones and s~e what each has
C.A.8. is not the total answer I do planned). Rather than sit ba.ck and
· believe it is a beginning. I think that ~pnder why something isn't happen~}
now it is· up to you students whether mg-: why not become involved and
dorm or commuter to take a more make sure an activity can take.place.
actiye interest in campus activities. If
you look at first semester you realize
Name Withelci Upon Requ"t
XavlerNew• ·

Theater) and a debate is scheduled
entitled "The Superior Race"
between William Shocklee (ad- ·
vocator ofthe theory that Blacks are
genetically inferior) and ·Ray Innis.
The filni committee · this year is
analogous to the Chicago White
The News asked the Social Com- activities on this campus and in CinSox. Each started off the year with
To find out about the events in
mittee chairmen to wr.ite a brief ex- cinnati.
dreams of pennants; each ended. the
Cincinnati, you can call Ken Hautp/anation of their committees' pur- · The Cincinnati Compendium was · man, CC om. Vice Pres., at 931-5694
year with crushed hope.s. The White
Sox can blame their defeat on poor
poses and offerings. Mike Quinn, the firsCreference we used to dis- or Leslie Winters, CC Pres., at 745pitching and lack of a power hitter. ·
Sncial Ch(lirman, and Keith Con- cover specifically what was offered 3322, Breen Lodge.
We had a power hitter, but unforwai·. Con(·ert Chairman. were not when, where, and at what cost. Then,
tunately,, it was in the lead-off, not
ahie to prepare .~tatemenu. Ed.
calls went to each place, asking for
the clean-up position.
calendars, news bulletins, and stuAt the beginning of the year, the
dent discounts. Student discounts
film committee was very enthusiastic
were offered to the Nutcracker Suite
with what could b.e accomplished.
Ballet and are still offered for the
After a lapse of close to a year,
symphony at Music Hall and the
movies were being returned to the
plays at Playhouse in the Park.
campus th.eatre. The line-up looked
In the fall the Cultural Committee ·
·powerful. Lead-off was M•A*S*H,
and the Speakers Committee spona perennial favorite. It was followed
sored Jo. Freeman, a political scienby Char(r. an academy award
tist whc is very active in the Feminist
winner. Third was The Big Store. a
movement. Two Cincinnati artists,
Marx Bros. film. Much was exJan Lipieky and Rita Picciano expected of the Marx Bros. in light of
hibited their photography and painttheir rousing success last season with
ing for Xavier in the fall. Jennie
Duck Soup. Clean-up was 2001: A
Vaski came and sold her authentic
. Space Ody.vsey, a classic in the true
American jewelry at wholesale prices
·sense of the word. With a Stanley
for the American Indian orphans.
Kubrick masterpiece, we were a
Hopefully, we will again be able to
guaranteed hit. Fifth was Fantastic
sponsor Jennie Vaski, tbis time for a
Walter Johuson
Planet, a Cannes Film Festival
lecture and slide presentation of the
Award Winne·r. The top half of the
The Speakers Committee is a
fodian orphans and a jewelry sale.
line-up looked solid.
We are planning to have a recital by supplement to the educational
Things started off on . the right
· Leslie Winters
a concert pianist, Sister Margaret program. It's purpose is to bring in
foot. M•A•s•H drew320 people at
My specific goal as cultural com- Dilling, in March, and a show by the srieakers that will express their
Dennis Diemer
99¢ a head. After paying the. rental
mittee chairperson is to insure that Fountain S4uare Fools. who use beliefs about various topics from
the students of Xavier University are Scripture as their Script, later in this which students may form an opi- (Julian Bond will speak to the stu- fee, we came away with a tidy profit
nion. The title of this year's prog~am · dent body April 12, I :30, University
• . Chalnnen to page 12
exposed to and involved. in cultural semester.

Chairmen of social committees
tell you what th~y're all about

is ..All Colors of the Rainbow," the
theme: social comm'unication is essential to human relations. For what
good is a college education if it fails
to teach students to communicate?
Since the theme is social communication people who represent
most of the ethnic groups that comprise this Nation's population will be
invited to speak at Xavier. So far this
year the committee has brought· in
such people as feminist Jo Freeman,
Ron Daniels. president of the
National Black Political Assembly,
Minister. Farrakhan, International
Spokesman for the Nation of Islam,
Julian Bond; Georgia State Senator.

••,,.J .

Elect~ic ·Light Orchestra appearirlg in Cincy on Marc.h. S
"Electric · Light Orchestra" is· cocted the idea for a group that
headliningan80-citytour.oftheU.S. would make not only "The Move,"
beginning soon, and will appear in but everything else in rock, obsolete:
Riverfront Arena on Friday, March the "Electric l.ight Orchestra."
S. 1976.
The first ELO album, No Answer, ·
This will be ELO's first tour since was released in mid-1972. and the
the summer of 1975 and arrives on band worked up a good bit of
the heels of their chart-topping momentum in their first years as the
single. "Evil Woman," and the world's first. rock 'n' roll touring
release of their newe.st album for Un- chamber group.
ited Artists Records, "Face. the .
Music." The following is a brief
history of the group.
1966: in Birmingham, England, a
band was formed. It was callec,t "The
Move." The band went on to become·
one of. Britain's most. successful
· ensembles - both commercially and
· critically - with a string of charttopping singles. a widely respected
After an initial tour of England,
grasp of pure pop music ·structure some ex-Movers departed to follow
and a series of dazzling experiments their own ·respective muses. leaving
ELO. in the most capable hands of
in "underground" rock.
.
In 1970. Jeff Lynne joined _"The ·Lynne and Bev Bevan. Althou2h .
Move." the musical concepts that he "The Movc .. had never achieved comshared with other Move members mercial success in America, they had
began to brew, and soon they con- attracted a core of avid followers; ex-

pecially among the rock press and
ubiquitous Anglophiles. Their
enthusiasm sparked a surprisingly
good reception to that first ELO
album.
ELO appreciation spread when, in

February of 1973, the group's innovative second album, ELO II. was
released. In late May of 1973, Lynne,
Bevan and their supporting cast of
cello-sawers and fiddle-flailers arrived in Los Angeles to launch their

I

first American tour, a venture that
carried them through forty dates in
less than two months and announced
to rock audiences across the nation
(via major TV showcases like "In
Concert" and "Midnight Sp~ical" as
well as by way of their in-person
shows) that nonstop fun and visual
excitement in rock 'n' roll is still alive
and well. They made the point so
strongly, in fact, that, for instance,
they were booked to headline the
Santa Monica Civic Auditorium a
few weeks after their show-stealing
debut. in the opening slot at the
Hollywood ~alladium.
ELO's third album, On The Third
Day, moved the band out of the cult
class - a widespread audience was
now listening to the band's combination of classical complexity and rock
basics. That audience was as equally
fervent about their love for the band
as had been their small (rather
frighteningly fanatical) coterie.
The group's last album. Eldorado,
·· ·Electric to page 7

BE CAREFUL
HOW YOU LISTEN
·to, the Spirit in your life.
'1

')

.

'

'

YOU J<NOW ABOUT THE BIRDS AND BEES
. NOW LEARN ABOuT CARA.TS AND QUALITY
The size of a diamond is measured in carats •..
But size doesn't· always detei'min_e quality~
The cut must be perfect to bring. out the lights
and fire of a diamond. The color must be white
to capture a rainbow of colors.:You can deper:id.
' on ua to explain all these d1ffer,nce1 •••
before you say "I do" to a dlamo_nd. ·

Diamond Bridal Sets

' ../'t

·

set sho_wn only 5175'

D1SCOUNT
TO ALL
XAVIER
STUDENTS

"?@ff
center

&05 RICI St(llt
Cincinn1ti, Ohio

tel: 621·0704
Thur1C1111, Ftll1U8'f 21, 1171

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

c

'

Chairmen
from page 5
of $10.00 . . No, that's not. a
typographical error. That's IO, t-e-n.
Still. we were.excited. At least we
had a profit. the first for films in a
number of years. Next was Charb'.
an excellent motion picture. but the
competition was too hot. Even Cliff
. Robertson's Oscar winning performance couldn't compete with the Big
Red Machine in the third game of
the World · Series, let alone the
Boston Red Sox. The Series drew 53
milli<;m viewers, Char~1· 44.
·

Unda~rited ·by <he failure. of Char- did not appreciate the artistic genius dance. Thlt probleni'was dealt with
~~·. we countered with the Marx Bros. and crudely erased them from the, immediately. ancf w~s not evident.
·
and the World Series countered with board. What a bummer! The atten- wi~h later presentations. ..· · ·
three straight days of rainouts, forc- ~ance figures demonstrate that the
It's, time to start thinking about
ing another showdown. Now the eraser. is. mightier than· the pen.
next Y.ear. Two films were supposed
Marx Bros. are good; possibly one of
Onemaywonder.whatthereasons to becoil tap for the spring of'76,
the best comedy teams ever. but the pre for our failure. Some point the Harn· & Tonto and Call'h•22.
sixth game of the World Series was finger at promot_ions, saying they . Rumor,has it that Catt·h-22 will be
one· of the most exciting in sports' were never aware a movie was even telecast. in· the spring. so it has been
· history. Score: World Series 2. films being presented. Our.answer to that dropped. What is now needed· are
0.
is we felt our publicity campaign was new recruits •. because most of the
2001: A Space-Ody.rsey. Never be- one of the most diverse on campus. committee. is graduating in June .
fore at Xavier. Never on TV. But it Professional posters supplied by the There are some exciting ideas being
was certainly_ a big loser for us. Only rental company were used: Fliers currently developed. so get in on the
179 people paid 99¢ to see what is un- were distributed throughout the action. One can· gain some exiversally accepted as a classic, and of cafeteiia ·and the dorms. ·An- perience'in the handling of Harry &
these, 22 came as a class assignment. nouncements had been written on Tonto and pick out the schedule for
(By the way, if Michael Hayes is the chalkboards for most of the next year. when some real
reading this, you stiUowe us $13.00) movies. Sidewalks (weaiher permit- blockbusters, including Young
We are not sure why ,it didn't appeal · ting) .were utilized in getting the Frankenstein and Amercord are
message across to the market. An ad available.
to a larger audience.
Right now, things began to 'look was taken 'out in the.Xavier News.
grim. It wasn't because of the film. We even asked BellarmineChapel to
Fantastic Planet was playing at the announce 2001 at Sunday Mass.
Alpha for $2.50. We had it at a con~
Another possible ·reason for the
venient site for 99¢, the lowest price dearth in · attendance w~s the national average. which you did tell
in town for movies.The problem was scheduling. Last year, the films were us. If you had merely shown us tha't
again scheduling. It was on the first on Friday and Saturday nights and the increase was also due to a 30% inTuesday after Thanksgiving. Time got clobbered by parties. It was crease in utilities we would have unto promote it was limited. so we tri.ed decided to go with Sundays and derstood that also. Actually Father,
to· compensate for it by flooding the Tues~ays because there is usually the students here at Xavier are in
campus wit_h fliers. Over 500 were · nothing else to do those nights. Next reality an intelligent and reasonable
employed ..Thechalkboards, the best year, it might revert back. to the bunch, with a true desire to learn and
way to convey a message to students, week-ends, including Sunday.
grow as persons, but with your help
were adorned with creative adverSomeone has suggested that the and that· of your staff. in' an attising, surpassing previous efforts; . problem with the focus at mosphere of ~onesty and mutual
Unfortunately, the janitorial service M•A•S*H intluen.ced later atten- respect.
'

Drag'ons.
fro_m pa__e 8
9

P•

The 8acli
is • free cl•llflecl HClion
av~ilable IO 1ludenls, faculty; and llaff of Xavier
Univer1ily. Ad11hould nolexceed 1Wantyword1
end mu1t bHubmHted in writing atthaUniver111y Canter Information Desk cto Tll• BICll P11•
no later than the Sunday preceding publication.
Sorry, no ad will be repeated unleu resubm1lled .
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When will thi~ strange ~nimal, the
Xavier Concert Committee show
itself! ls it hiding .with the unicorns
and the jabbCrwockies'!

•••••
Congratulations to Juli~
O'Donoghue and company for the
successful Book Exchange. ·u was
probably the most successful event·
undertaken by. Student Government
in that it did the lnost good for the
most students. Also a special thanks
goes· out tc Fr. Mulligan and ·Rod
Shearer for their last minute help in
providing emergency funds, which
goes to.prove that where there is ail
adequ~te opportunity for dialogue,
it can be seen that the administration
is really out for the good of the student community;

•••••
Perhaps. by next week we will find
out ·what · has happened to the
promised commuter newsletter. The
feeling out now is that there is a· lack
of money for such an.·undertaking,
(Alas, but how the best laid plans of
mice and student government do
sometimes gci astray dµe to the lack
of. the always .necessary
green).
'
.
.
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~l!-~S: Come hop with me. P.R.

WEEKEND AWAY? Time lo think? Time to pray?
Campus Ministry retreat this weekend. Open 10
a_I~ _<?all 745-3398.
CANOE FOR SALE: 17' Standard Keel & Weight· ·

G~~•_'."man, 3 years old. Call 522-2988.

DIAL 'N' OLDIE al 745-3738, every Thursday from
6:~9-8 p.m. on FM 91.7.
H~_PPY BIRTHDAY Sheila. -

D.B.C.

X.U. LIBRARY: Corbetts gave us the money so
~~Y ar.en't the records available?
'
J_l~f'LINDAVILLE Is a Greek Pllck.

TOM: ENOUGH Barry Manilow. already! ne•t
~~

'.

'

L_~9 POLEHUGGER sez "hey,"
~i!GARBEAR loves C.V. Ha! Ha!

LICKMEBLEU!
J_l!~IOR LOVES Peggy. Hal Hal

S INGLE'S _PING PONG Tournament starts March
8 with registration in the Games Room from Feb.
2_~ !O March 5, The·fee is $1.00. Sign up.

It takes the;, best
to challenge
all the rest.
·

·

-..
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-~~~ HANGOUT opening on March 2. See page 2.
~l_TALE: ."Obviously better," right? 82-80.
NEEDED: ride lo Indianapolis, any weekend.
Please contact Anita, 861;_4491 by preceeding ,
W~_?nesday. Will. pay fuel and tell dirty stories.
S_.?.G.: I want lo be like you. M: ·
TO THE KING of Hearts: II wasn't the Jack of
'Di_a_monds. Froni the Women who know.

..···

..··'·'·::: ·····················
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DEAR TOBY: How'd you get stuck with such a
hunch ol losers? Signed,· the Power Defeat
Cheerleaders.

RESEA.RCH
FREE CA TA LOG!
Write or call for your copy of our
latest catalog of over 5,000 research studies. These studies are
designed to HELP YOU IN THE
PREPARATION of:
• Research Papers
Essays
• Case Studies
Speeches
• Book Reviews

•
•

WE ALSO 00 CUS.TOM WRITING

MINUTE RESEARCH
1360 N. Sandburg,# 1602
Chicago. Illinois 60610

312-337-2704

CHEMISTRY Majors • Pre-Meds.
Flnanclal assistance, .14.000 plus
all tuition as Graduate Aasoclate la
available far study toward MS ind
Ph.D. degrees In all areas of
chemistry.· Write Graduate Ctialr- ·
man. Dept. of Chemistry, Ohio. University, Athans. Ohio 45701

ElJR~~E

ti"""' l/2"~&n~m9
drxn
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""""""""' ', ·: .. ' 800-325-4867
@ UmTravel Charters

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
!)end for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order -catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover· postage and
handling.
·
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE.;# '206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.-Soo25
(2131 477-8474

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

, Pabst. Si nee 1844.
The quality has always
come through.
..
.
. PABST BREWING COMPANY; Milwaukee, Wis., . ·
Peoria Heights, Ill., Newark, _N'.J., Los Angel.es~ Calif., Pabst; .Georgia.
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